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Information sharing is enhanced
using trust models
Stephen Marsh
Understanding trust, forgiveness, and regret may enable adaptive reasoning for agents that have to account for the risks of sharing information with others.
In the pervasive environment, information is shared to facilitate
adaptation, to ascertain the best solutions to problems, and to
better serve human needs. A major consideration in such an environment is privacy—not sharing what shouldn’t be shared—
as well as use and availability: we must ensure that information
is used properly, and not stored for any longer than needed. In
an ideal world, it may be possible to build closed systems that
can enforce privacy and security 100% of the time. Yet in the real
world it is naı̈ve to assume lack of malicious behaviour and adherence to rules. In order to handle these risky situations, humans evolved a sense of trust.
For pervasive environments to be acceptable to people, they
must be trusted in a very deep way. But we must know how trust
works in order to enable systems to behave properly, share information correctly, and explain decisions. At its root, our model
has a formalisation of the phenomena of trust, distrust, regret
and forgiveness, allowing an artificial agent to reason with and
about the concepts. The agent can make and justify decisions
about its situation while accounting for the trust it has in others around it, and vice versa.
A word about risk. A trust-reasoning system is not a
trustworthy one, in the trustworthy/trusted computing sphere.
Trust is, in fact, a deep acknowledgement of the risk inherent in
a situation where the truster is putting themselves in the hands
of another. In this instance, the risk is that incorrect, potentially
harmful information may be shared with others whether we like
it or not. This kind of trust is application-agnostic, it applies in
many areas, including security, mobile networks, and reputation
systems. Since it incorporates an acceptance of risk, trust holds
within it the strength to accept and adapt to mistakes, either perceived or actual, and handle malevolence. Remember that even
security-based trustworthy system, effectively given blind trust,
can still fail, and can do so in a most dramatic way. Little wonder trustworthiness is seen as one of the grand challenges in
information security.1 Additionally, even if such a truly trustworthy system were possible, it cannot enforce the behaviour of

the people who work with it, hence the expanded need for trustreasoning.
Over the years, we have developed and refined a generic
model2, 3 that focuses on two broad questions: how much do I
trust you? and how much do I need to trust you? Both are applied in a specific context. The questions, and their answers,
are largely automatically calculated based on past experience
(including other’s experience via reputation), current context
and user preferences. The model uses many inputs, including classic considerations of utility and risk. These considerations result in values along a continuum. They are also threshold based: if I don’t have enough confidence in you, I won’t
cooperate. Additionally, the model notices emotional states.4
Finally, trust is inherently adaptive, and can grow with the good
results and shrink with the bad.
In the context of information sharing in pervasive technology,
the two questions are the same, but the result is the exchange of
different quantities and qualities of data. Information is labeled
according to importance and privacy, and some can be obfuscated (for example, location could be specific points or general
areas). The more I trust you, the more, and better, I’m willing to
share.
The beauty of using trust for such technologies is that decisions can be justified to people in an intuitive way. No
advanced knowledge, beyond being a social person, is required. Thus, ‘I told Alice your address because I trust
her this much, and you said your address was this private’, is a valid and easily understood explanation. It’s also
just as easily corrected (for instance, by making sure your
address is more private, or helping your trust agent revise its
view of Alice).
In pervasive environments knowledge of both good and
bad performers can be shared and acted upon, allowing better
trust decision information in the future. Bad behaviour also results in regret,3 which can ultimately be managed to assure the
behaviour doesn’t happen again5 . Finally, reparations, time, and
regret can lead to forgiveness3, 6, 7 and the restoration of trust. It
is this restoration that can allow the society to continue to function in the presence of noise and misunderstanding.
Continued on next page
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Trust is a basic human judgment, without which society
breaks down. A digital society is no different. In artificial societies, knowledge and application of trust, suspicion, regret and
forgiveness can help adaptive technologies better interact with
humans and each other. In addition, modelling these concepts allows adaptation and decision making based on ideas people intuitively understand, which should enhance their comfort with
artificial societies. They will also allow better information sharing decisions and privacy protection. Our ongoing work is investigating the efficacy of integrating our system into information
flow management, amalgamation and assurance in a dynamically networked environment.
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